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ART CUP 2006 

 

HUNTLY, Aberdeenshire 

 

 
 
 

ART CUP is half exhibition, half football game: a football match in “no man’s land”. 
 

ART CUP brings together art and sport, creating a community that is simultaneously 

artists and sportsmen. 

 

 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
 

ART CUP Huntly was the first time that the International Art Cup had been staged in 

the UK. It was also the first time that it had been held outside a major city, which 

offered the special opportunity to engage our local community with the idea. ART 

CUP in Huntly expands a project that is already underway one which has a 

successful track record but which through this staging had the opportunity to grow 

into new territory. In the past it has been staged in large cities like Glasgow (national 

match only). International matches were hosted so far in Germany, Lisbon, Helsinki 

and Belgrade. This time the challenge was to host the international match in a typical 

Scottish town.  

 

When Deveron Arts has been approached by internationally renown artist and 

football enthusiast Roderick Buchanan to be a partner organisation we could only say 

‘yes’ to the opportunity. Holding the 2006 Art Cup in Huntly provided an opportunity 

to gain wide media exposure for the initiative, for Deveron Arts and for Huntly. The 

event was timed to coincide with the World Cup Finals when the eyes of the world 

were fixed on football. 

Huntly is a town with a tremendous amount of sporting groups, facilities and 

interests. To such an extent that it was recently suggested by the engaged 

consultants for the Huntly ATP strategy that it should be branded the ‘sporting town’. 
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Huntly Town Strategy - Draft Report: 

                                                                       

Theme 3: Promoting Sports Arts & Culture - Objective 

To use sports,  the arts, culture and the heritage of Huntly to generate even more civic pride among residents 
and make the town an attractive day trip destination for discerning visitors...................Festivals and events 
can play an integral part in the marketing of the town. They create new reasons for people to visit places and 
spend money on goods and services.  

Theme 4: Improving the environment and encouraging visitors - Objective 

There is also an opportunity to research, assemble and actively promote ‘authentic holidays’ in Huntly.  The 
aim is to offer the best of Huntly in an high quality visitor package that could include guest house or four star 
accommodation with good local food using locally sourced ingredients, with the opportunity to have ‘hands on 
tuition’ and specialist presentations using local arts and cultural organisations like Deveron Arts/town artist, 
……. 

Theme 5: Promoting Huntly’s Image & Marketing - Objective 

To coordinate the marketing of Huntly and the town centre to residents and to visitors as part of a day trip 
destination.  Huntly has to be outward looking and actively promote its existing assets including the 
independent retailers and network of cultural and heritage attractions so that it becomes part of a day trip 
destination.  

 

             

 

Art Cup 2005 in Belgrade                   Art Cup in Huntly 2006 

 

 

Art CUP provided an opportunity for Huntly to get on the map both as a sporting as 

well as a cultural town. The important message is to celebrate the multi disciplinary 

approach, all too often activities appear to be the domain of one group or another. 

‘ART CUP opposes this and rescues both football and art from their presumed client 

group.’ (Nuno Sacramento). 

 

 

ARTISTS/FOOTBALLERS 

 

Danish Team 

Nicolai Recke, Jakob Jensen, Christian Foghmar, Jimi  Holstebro, Luca Bortolotti  

Nicolai Howalt, Peter  Skat-Rørdam, Peter  Bødker, Antonio Rodrigues-Andersen  

Morten Koefoed, Henrik Sjølander, Jes  Gammelgaard, Thomas Seest  
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Scottish Team 

Roddy Buchanan, Stewart Chisholm, Matt Edgar, Graham Fagen, Jonathan Gowing, 

Danny Holcroft, Derek Lodge, Paul Macgee, Paul MacInnes, David Macraild, David 

McCracken, Peter McGoldrick, Nuno Sacramento 

 

 

ART and SPORT 

 

Art Part 

The art part of the project was done through an exhibition by all the participants. 

This took place in the social club, the changing rooms, board room and VIP suite of 

the Huntly football club (HFC). All artworks were professionally labelled an 

documented. A PDF catalogue is attached to this report.  

 

Each artist gave an artist talk on the Sunday, which contained 5 minutes talk about 

the work and 5min talk about his life. This was moderated by Peter MacCaughey, an 

ArtCupper who was not able to participate. 

 

We also took the opportunity to hold an artist talk by our own artists David Blyth and 

Deborah Beeson in our studio shop on Thursday night with a little reception. 

 

 

The sport part consisted of: 

 

• The 11 aside match itself on HFC grounds 

• The training with Aberdeen Football Club trainers  

• The training with local S5 youngsters 

• Assistance with the mini-world cup 

• Watching the World cup games jointly with the community 

 

 

LOGISTICS and HOSPITALITY 

 

Running a seven days event with 26 artists on such a budget required quite some 

logistical skills and innovation. Luckily we had a handy man called Patrick Semple 

on board. Patrick is an artist himself, but also a very practical person, who was able 
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to look after all the logistics as well as law and order in the changing rooms. Patrick 

also produced the FANZINE for the event. 

 

The main challenge was finding accommodation and sorting out the meals for such 

a large group in such a small town at an affordable price. It was great to secure the 

changing rooms in the Huntly Sports Trust right at the beginning; however we had to 

buy beds and later even mats, as it proved quite cold there. Those have been left in 

the accommodation and can be made available to other groups. 

 

In terms of food we had great support from the Gordon Schools who provided 

lunches at student price (the welcome lunch was by invitation of the rector); the 

Gordon Primary School which provided breakfast; and ASDA which provided TEA on 

Thursday and Breakfast over the weekend. 

ATP hosted a welcome dinner, which was absolutely beautiful done for all players 

and ample of local prominence, to include councillors, community council chair, 

school representatives, etc. 

 

Most important of course was the fact that we had Huntly FC on board right from the 

beginning, they were ever so helpful in assisting us with above all the football 

ground (due to the long bad weather period they had to bring in special polythene 

sheets to get the grass growing in time); the social club to hang out at for a whole 

week, and the overall premises for the exhibition space. 

 

We felt it was also important to provide some entertainment and the artists were 

able to join on the Wednesday the local Folk Club night at the Auld Pit pub, on Friday 

the Disco at the football club, some took a taxi to Glenfiddich in Dufftown for a 

distillery tour and also to see the gallery there. On Saturday night after the match 

everybody joined the Ceilidh in the Gordon Arms hotel, which was laid on by the 

Gordon Schools. Everybody skipped the hill walk up the Clashmach on Sunday. 

 

Keeping a tight regime, almost a military operation, proofed to be imperative to the 

success of the week. To this effect we developed quite tight time schedule and a 

chore list (which included tasks such as cleaning, refereeing, exhibition tours for 

school kids) for everybody.  

Important was also the easily to be found key ring in form of a red football. 
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ARTCUP TIME PLAN

Wednesday 21st June Thursday 22nd June Friday 23rd June

Danish arrive at 11 am at Huntly FC 8.30am Breakfast at Gordon Primary School 7.30 swimming session

Scots arrive at ca 12.20 at Huntly FC 9 am hanging of artwork 8.30 am Breakfast at Gordon Primary School

Deliver artworks to Huntly FC exhibition spaces 9.45am – 12.00 pm, buddy mini world cup 9am - 11pm, set up exhibition/visit from GP school

12.50 pm Lunch: Gordon Schools 12.00 pm visit from schools 11.15-12.50 pm training with Gordon Schools

1.30 pm training/hanging 12.30 pm press call Huntly Football Club 12.50 pm: Lunch Gordon Schools

3pm - 4:45pm watch Portugal v Mexico together 1 pm Lunch Gordon Schools 2.15 Friendly Match with gordon Schools

6-6.30pm Parade 2pm - 3pm Football Training with AFC coach 3pm – 4:45 Watch Ukraine v Tunisia together

6.45 ATP dinner at Golf Club 3pm - 4:45 Watch Czech Republic v Italy 6pm – 8pm Exhibition Opening 

8pm - 9:45pm watch Netherlands v Argentina 4.45 pm Tea at ASDA 8pm – 9:45 Watch Togo v France together

Folk Night (optional) rose and Thistle pub 6 pm visit Deveron Arts Studios Disco at Huntly Social club from 9pm (optional)

7 pm Huntly Sports trust activities, all kind of sports

8pm - 9:45 Watch Japan v Brazil together

Saturday 24th June Sunday 25th June Monday 26th June

9 am Breakfast at ASDA free time am Breakfast at ASDA

from 12 o'clock Sausage Rolls by Forbes Raeburn 11 am Brunch at ASDA danish take taxi at 8 am to airport

12.15 march in by Huntly Pipe Band 1pm - 4pm ARTCUP examined. Each ARTCUP Scots take train at 10 am 

12.30 pm mini world cup participant talks for 5 minutes

12.45 march in of Huntly Pipe Band 4pm - 7pm walk up Clashmach Hill with bonfire

1-1:45pm ARTCUP Match 1st half from 7pm bring exhibition down

10 min veteran's match 8pm - 9:45 watch second round match

2-2.45pm ARTCUP Match 2nd half

ARTCUP  Award

3pm - 4:45pm watch first second round game (winner of Group A and Runner up of 

Group B which could be Germany v England)

8pm  winner of Group C v runner up Group D

Stovies at Huntly social club

9.30 pm Ceilidh/Gordon Arms Hotel (invited guests only)

 

 

SCHOOL INVOLVEMENT and OUTREACH 

 

In total four schools, Gordon, Drumblade and Lumsden primary school and the 

Gordon Secondary Schools were involved in a wide range of workshops, artists talks, 

exhibition visits and sport activities. In addition 6 further schools were involved in a 

miniworld cup that was arranged by matt Donaldson, a PE teacher form the Gordon 

Schools. The artists helped refereeing the matches and also acted as interim 

trainers. 

 

While initially the prospect of having to do so many educational activities was met 

with suspicion by the artists, this was later seen as a very successful way of 

developing an audience. The workshops gave the opportunity to make memorabilia 

and cheer-on materials for the artcup, the mini world cup gave the opportunity  
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A full spread sheet of school involvement is attached to this report in the appendix. 

Evaluation sheets have been sent to the schools who participated and those have 

been overwhelmingly positive. 

 

In terms of community outreach, one can almost only say that this was an outreach 

project in itself. It was astonishing how many groups and individuals came on board 

to make the project a success. 

A particularly good idea was the march through the town on Wednesday, but also 

things like the ATP dinner, the collaboration with the various clubs and the meals in 

the schools and at ASDA worked well. 

We set up a large screen at the Huntly FC social club to watch the games with the 

community, which was well appreciated. We left the screen and projector there after 

the ARTCUP there for people to watch the rest of the world cup, in lieu for help with 

exhibition space, cleaning etc. 

 

 

MARKETING and MEDIA 

 

The marketing too place through: 

 

• Production of A5 cards (200 copies): mailshot of 500 and distribution locally 

• Production of posters 

• Road signs from 4 sides coming into Hunlty 

• Advertisement in the Huntly Express 

• advertised in the local radio on NECR over three days (6 x per day)  

• Email advertising 

• School workshops (see chapter on Education and Outreach) 

 

Right from the onset we realised that this was an opportunity tot get both Deveron 

Arts and Huntly on the map both as a town with sporting and cultural ambitions. But 

how can this message get across? Thanks to a grant from ATP it was vital to engage 

Lesley Booth, a media specialist who helped us to maximise coverage.  

A total of 1,242 column centimetres of known coverage were secured for the project 

across a range of media including the Huntly Express, Press and Journal, Scotland 

wide daily and Sunday newspapers and visual arts The Map Magazine. The 
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Advertising Spend Equivalent of the known coverage secured is in the range of 

£43,400. (see also separate media report). 

 

The other thing was to give people who can not come to Huntly on the day the 

chance to watch the match too. Thanks to Peacock visual arts we got the opportunity 

to record the match and make it available on 360 TV.  

www.360TV.org.uk. 
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COMMENTS 

 

Jenny, please edit the comments, so they have a coherent lay-out, also check if 
there were more comments in the file on Deveron Arts PC (in the ARtcup report 
file) 

The World Cup is over with ZZ giving us the only real moment of vision and ability. I only wish 
he had knocked the cup off its stand whilst making his way of the field. My Art Cup T-Shirt is 
probably a few weeks away from becoming my girlfriends knighty and my speaker has been 
lost to the clutter of my studio. 
I've had a few weeks in which to think of something profound to say like 'winning is for losers' 
or the 'farmer points the way with a radish'. I could say 
it's only a game and that it doesn't matter. I made 
the mistake of watching the game that has only helped 
to prolong the agony, but like I say I'm not that 
bothered. Though hats off to Argentina on winning the 
best losers award. I hope all the injured have fully 
recovered and doing well and that the Danes had a good 
journey home treasuring the trophy. I don’t think I've 
heard pop songs sang so passionately and with such 
love and affection as the Danish lads on Saturday 
night. I would very seriously like to thank everyone 
involved for their generosity and that through the 
experience of Art Cup and the privilege of your 
company that I have gained a great deal more knowledge 
about the ways in which to value and account for my 
practise. A special thanks to everyone at Deveron Arts 
for the organisation and the help in structuring the 
project I think Nuno made a very good point about 
audience in reference to location and community and 
looking at other artists projects I think it is a 
brilliant and valuable job that you do. I am heading 
to Utrecht soon so Nuno if you have any good galleries 
to recommend or clubs? Also thinking of heading to 
Melbourne so any advice from Danny and Paul would be 
greatly appreciated.  

All the best Stewart Chisholm.  
 
 

 
> 13/07/2006 
> Dear Artist Footballers, 
>  
> Sorry for the absence but I have been extremely busy. As I am about to disappear to 
Portugal (4th in the World Cup) I would 
> like to thank you once 
> again for your time and involvement in this year's 
> Art Cup. I think we all 
> agree it was an amazing project made possible by the 
> willingness of Claudia 
> and Deveron Arts (who, as you surely remember, never 
> turned down any of our 
> requests!). 
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>  
> In a quick note I would like to stress the 
> importance Deveron Arts had in 
> involving the Huntly community (we had meals at the 
> ASDA cantine for f*** 
> sake, how cool is that?). It is easy to forget how 
> self-centered we often 
> are in the artworld, going from project to project, 
> museum to museum, 
> reaching always the same people (initiated in art). 
>  
> As artists I feel we did our part in Art Cup - 
> Huntly and that as producer 
> Claudia created a highly permeable context in which 
> contemporary art could 
> mix with the fabric of the community (David from the 
> Social Club has now the 
> equivalent a degree in Art Theory, after all you 
> guys nipped his head with 
> art sentences followed by pint requests). 
>  
> Looking back I remember the nervous atmosphere 
> around the camp till the day 
> of the match, the players and teams observing each 
> other in the look for 
> weaknesses and strengths. I also remember how people 
> enjoyed talking (and 
> listening) about art. I remember the game, in a 
> stadium overlooking a hill, 
> the four seasons in one day and at the end a 
> victorious team that had worked 
> out a brilliant catenaccio (it is still to be seen 
> if any of these Danish 
> artists footballers are going to be relegated to a 
> lower league? I hope 
> not). 
>  
> I would like to thank you guys for all the art, 
> football and time spent 
> chatting, drinking, dancing ceilidhs etc. Thanks too 
> for responding to the 
> Art Cup call with sharpness, despite all the nights 
> of bad sleep. 
>  
> I believe I can say we are now part of a community, 
> after an initiation 
> through singing and naked football. My wish is that 
> this community does not 
> dissolve here but that keeps in touch, discussing, 
> sharing... 
>  
> I would like to congratulate the Danish team for 
> their victory and to remind 
> them of the responsability of being the Art Cup 
> holders. Once the trophy 
> went from Scotland to Denmark, so did the 
> responsability of organizing the 
> next tournament and exhibition (In the impossibility 
> of organizing the 
> tournament within the next twelve months, the Art 
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> Cup will be returned to 
> the Art Cup office). I trust Thomas and Jes to 
> continue the great work they 
> started while creating a winning team (no pressure). 
>  
> Before leaving to Portugal (4th in the World Cup 
> after beating The 
> Netherlands and England) I wanted to make sure I 
> wrote you a letter. After 
> several attempts to write letters to close the 
> project I came up with a 
> solution that instead of closing it meant 
> continuation. 
>  
> As the organizers of Art Cup, Roddy and I feel 
> somewhat responsible to keep 
> the community alive, but unfortunately it hasn't 
> been easy. To make sure we 
> continue to expand and stregthen our community, we 
> have created an Art Cup 
> blog (http://theartcup.blogspot.com/). 
> Feel free to drop a comment cauz what we need now is 
> to open up our circle 
> to the world! 
>  
> Thanks, Thanks, Thanks, 
> In the spirit of Spindelleroooooo, 
>  
> Nuno Sacramento 
 

 
Well done Claudia et al... 

You did such an amazing job. We all felt very privileged being there and being part of 
it….Here's to the re-match! 

Paul and Briony 

 
 
Dear Claudia, Sarah, Lindy and Patrick 
 
Just arrived here... we have scottish weather here... 
 
It was a fantastic experience. Such a warm welcomming feeling. We are   
all stunnish by all your work for us, and its truely a thing we never   
forget. Everybody was sad on the plane, but then the art-cup pokal   
went around to all the players, we kissed it and where still happy! 
 
Again a huge thank you to all for making this project come true, and   
more to make it so great for all of us! If only you guys ruled the   
world it would surely be a great place every day! 
 
thanks 
 
nikolaj recke 
www.nikolajrecke.info 
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Dear Claudia, Sara, Lindy & Patrick! 
It was really nice to part at this year ArtCup - we all really enjoy it. 
Thank you for taking care of us and I hope that you all had a good time = 
as 
well. 
We had a nice trip back. 
All the best Nicolai Howalt 
 
 
Thanks for your email. I was delighted that we could be of some support for 
the Artcup as you know, and I really look forward to hearing feedback as to 
how successful it was in everyone's eyes. I certainly enjoyed the 
experiences I had although as you know I was disappointed not to be able to 
attend the artists talks on Sunday. I look forward to seeing the catalogue. 
If it felt like organising a Biennale, you might as well go the whole way 
and just make that your next project!!!!!!!! Only a step away! 
 
Anyway, in answer to your queries. 
 
Cheers 
Sheila 
 
Sheila Waterhouse 
Arts Development Officer 
Aberdeenshire Council 
 
 
 
Thank you for the weekend  - it was great fun and I really enjoyed the artists etc.  
Love Nick 
 
Nick May 
Consultant  
Paras Consulting 
 
 
Claudia 
 
Well done on the Art Cup, hope the matches went well! 
Cheers 
Iain 
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What did not go well 
 
A few things did not go so well, or need improvement: 
 

• The fundraising was started too late, and with both arts councils not 
supporting it meant there was not only no frills, but also no artist’s fee; 
a situation we do not like. 

• Despite all efforts we tried to get broadband into Huntly FC in time to 
have 360TV showing life, but it came only the week after. 

• Roddy Buchanan said, it would have been better to split the post of 
team manager and team captain. 

• With more time in hand we would have liked to have a celebrity 
opening the event, and do more marketing to the Danish community in 
Scotland 

 
THANKS 
 
Sports 
Compere: Willi Nicoll 
Referee  
Linesmen 
David McKay, football social club 
Stuart Milne, football social club   
Huntly FC: Robin Dunseath, Andy Troup, David Morrisson 
Sports Trust: Iain Little and Alan Mitchel 
Huntly Swimming Pool: Bill MacKay 
Aberdeen Football Club 
 
Sponsors 
Andy Miller, Aberdeenshire Council/sport Development 
Sheila Waterhouse, Aberdeenshire Council/Art Development 
David Atherton, Aberdeenshire Education 
Danish Foreign Ministry for Financial Support 
Aberdeen Town Partnership for Financial Support 
Dean’s of Huntly for the Shortbread, Glenfiddich for the Whisky 
Forbes Raeburn for the Sausage Rolls, Paul and all at ASDA for the breakfasts, 
TESCO for the Voucher; Douglas Forrest Architects for the poster print 

 
Schools 
Gordon Primary: Margaret Thomson and Maureen Harvey 
Gordon Secondary: John Swan/Andy Travis and art department, Carol in kitchen 
Matt Donaldson 
 
Others 
Nuno, Thomas and Roddy 
Lesley Booth (media work), Donald Boyd (mental and other support), Hilda Lumsden 
Gill, Paul and Clea (filming), Eva Merz (photos), Patrick Semple (everything) 
 

 
 


